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Anastasia discovered her passion for performance as a young girl in Austin, TX, where she was 

taught to deliver speeches and spoken word with a rhythm and clarity designed to get an 

audience on its feet. Learning the confidence required to deliver such these powerful messages 

can take a lifetime. Anastasia found it as soon as she stood before a microphone. 

  

Because she was fortunate enough to grow up in an environment of free thinking and 

creativity, Anastasia was able develop her adeptness with words and concepts over the years 

by constantly studying, writing, and hearing new material. Several years of Songwriting for 

other artists led to her eventually experimenting behind the microphone and finding a voice of 

her own. 

  

 With a catalog of five well-received projects, multiple “Best Female Artist” nods (Austin Hip 

Hop Awards), recognition from respected media (KAZI, KUT, KOOP, Austin Chronicle, Austin 

American-Statesman), dynamic performances (Sound on Sound Fest, Urban Music Fest, Fun Fun 

Fun Festival, Hollins University Mayfest), Anastasia has worked to design and define her own 

niche within contemporary music.  

  

Always full of fresh ideas for herself and her community, in 2015 Anastasia launched her 

non-profit organization (CAKE) which seeks to empower women and girls who have an interest 

in musical performance. The CAKE Project united nine established female artists from around 

Central Texas with the ultimate mission of providing learning and performance opportunities to 
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other blossoming artists and businesswomen. This endeavor has solidified Anastasia’s standing 

as a leader among peers and followers alike. 

  

She has continually grown outside her role of artist, organizing neighborhood festivals and 

showcases and creating an undeniable presence in the “Live Music Capital of the World.”  

  

Understanding the importance of development and education to her artistry, Anastasia has 

taken time to study the details of studio set-up, recording, sonics and microphone dynamics. 

This experience has laid the foundation for her official sound, which is also reflected in her lyrics 

and cadences: edgy, direct, and artful.  

 


